[Book] A Scandal In The
Headlines
If you ally need such a referred a scandal in the headlines book that
will meet the expense of you worth, get the unconditionally best seller
from us currently from several preferred authors. If you desire to droll
books, lots of novels, tale, jokes, and more fictions collections are also
launched, from best seller to one of the most current released.
You may not be perplexed to enjoy all books collections a scandal in the
headlines that we will enormously offer. It is not approaching the costs.
Its not quite what you craving currently. This a scandal in the headlines,
as one of the most working sellers here will definitely be in the middle of
the best options to review.
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forbidden to his touch. But at
sea there are no rules, and
Alessandro will take what he
wants. Yet a Corretti should
know that passion has
consequences. And if Elena is
carrying his child? She'll be
bound to him forever.
A Scandal In The Headlines Cinta Di Balik Skandal-Caitlin
Crews 2015-04-07 Dalam
pelarian dari kesalahan masa
lalu, Elena Calderon
mendapati diri terjerumus
dalam masalah lain saat
bertemu dengan Alessandro

A Scandal in the HeadlinesCaitlin Crews 2013-10-22
Furious and formidable: to
challenge a Corretti… Jilted at
the altar, his arranged
marriage in tatters,
Alessandro Corretti escapes
the hounding press and
salacious headlines on his
yacht, where he can lick his
wounds in private. Aboard his
boat, dressed as a servant, is
Elena—the woman who tore
up his heart six months ago.
Elena…his enemy's prize and
a-scandal-in-the-headlines
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Corretti, musuh mantan
tunangannya serta anggota
dari keluarga paling berkuasa
di Sisilia. Alessandro tidak
berharap akan berjumpa lagi
dengan wanita menawan yang
mencuri hatinya beberapa
bulan lalu di Roma, apalagi
menemukan wanita itu
bekerja sebagai staf di kapal
pesiarnya. Namun, Alessandro
tidak cukup gila untuk
mengulangi kesalahan dengan
membiarkan Elena pergi.
Elena tahu Alessandro
berbeda dari mantan
tunangannya yang licik. Tapi
sikap dingin yang kadang
ditunjukkan Alessandro
membuat Elena bertanyatanya apakah dirinya cukup
kuat untuk mengambil risiko
memercayakan hatinya pada
pria yang seakan tak bisa
keluar dari bayang-bayang
keluarga Corretti yang penuh
skandal.
Back in the Headlines-Sharon
Kendrick 2012-12-01 "What
woman wouldn't get all hot
and bothered if Titus
Alexander was staring at her
like that?" As part of a
number-one-selling girl band,
Roxanne Carmichael was used
to having the eyes of
thousands on her, but now
that she's scrubbing floors,
a-scandal-in-the-headlines

one condescending look from
the Duke of Torchester fires
her blood with fury…and
attraction! Titus doesn't suffer
fools, and does not drop his
guard. But his new
chambermaid is threatening
his iron self-control with those
legs and that wicked mouth!
There's only one way he can
get her out of his system—and
that's to get her into his bed!
Making News in IndiaSomnath Batabyal 2014-03-14
Post-liberalisation India has
witnessed a dramatic growth
of the television industry as
well as on-screen images of
the glitz and glamour of a
vibrant, ‘shining’ India.
Through a detailed
ethnographic study of Star
News and Star Ananda
involving interviews,
observations and content
analysis, this book explores
the milieu of 24-hour private
news channels in India today.
It offers insightful glimpses
into the workings of one of
the mightiest news
corporations in the world and
its ability to manufacture
everyday reality for its
audiences. Based on fieldwork
in Mumbai and Kolkata, this
study not only provides a
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television newsroom, its
rituals and rhythms, but
ventures beyond it to
investigate how editorial and
corporate strategies converge
increasingly in an industry
driven by profit. Through
analysing how TRPs work to
produce a non-inclusive idea
of the ‘audience’ and
examining hundreds of hours
of news content, the book
explores how news channels
construct a vision of
nationhood and of a
successful and vibrant
economy that caters primarily
to the needs of the resurgent
Indian middle class. While it
will be of particular interest
to media and cultural studies
scholars and students, and to
journalists and media
professionals in general, this
lively, engaging book also
aims to give the general
reader the wherewithal to
analyse and critique the
continuous barrage of 24-hour
news television today.
Love on Trial: An American
Scandal in Black and WhiteHeidi Ardizzone 2002-05-17
"Too important to be
ignored....A fascinating look
at America's obsession with
race, pride, and
privilege."—Essence When
a-scandal-in-the-headlines

Alice Jones, a former nanny,
married Leonard Rhinelander
in 1924, she became the first
black woman to be listed in
the Social Register as a
member of one of New York's
wealthiest families. Once
news of the marriage became
public, a scandal of race,
class, and sex gripped the
nation—and forced the couple
into an annulment trial. "A
compelling read."—Boston
Globe "This is a great
story....Earl Lewis and Heidi
Ardizzone tell it very
well."—Chicago Tribune
Sex Scandals in American
Politics-Alison Dagnes
2011-09-15 A collection of
essays that examine the
construction, disgrace, and
consequences of political sex
scandals from various
academic disciplines.
Beyond the Headlines-Amelia
Bookstein 2003 Includes
statistics.
Housekeeper in the
Headlines-Chantelle Shaw
2020-10-01 Reunited by frontpage news, bound by a
shocking revelation! USA
TODAY bestselling author
Chantelle Shaw’s secret baby
romance is steeped in passion
and scandal. The tabloids
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secret… He’ll reignite their
extraordinary desire! Carlos
Segarra: tennis legend,
businessman…father! At least
that’s what the headlines tell
him. Now the steel-hearted
Spaniard has no choice. He
must find the unforgettable
woman at the center of the
story and demand answers!
Onetime housekeeper Betsy
Miller chose to keep her son
from Carlos. Their one night
is scorched onto her
heart…and so is the way
Carlos dismissed their lifechanging encounter. But his
return leaves Betsy—and the
world!—wondering what the
next headline will read…
From Harlequin Presents:
Escape to exotic locations
where passion knows no
bounds.
Language in the News-Roger
Fowler 2013-10-08 First
Published in 1991. Routledge
is an imprint of Taylor &
Francis, an informa company.
The Scandal of Father BrownG. K. Chesterton 2014-01-02
'It would not be fair to record
the adventures of Father
Brown, without admitting that
he was once involved in a
grave scandal...It happened in
a picturesque Mexican roadhouse of rather loose
a-scandal-in-the-headlines

repute...' After many years in
the priesthood, Father Brown
knows human nature and is
not afraid of its dark side. In
this fifth and final series of
mysteries, the clerical
mastermind confronts
slander, passion, radical
politics, superstition, high
crimes and misdemeanours,
outwitting some quite
extraordinary and villainous
adversaries on the way. G. K.
Chesterton was born in 1874.
He attended the Slade School
of Art, where he appears to
have suffered a nervous
breakdown, before turning his
hand to journalism. A prolific
writer throughout his life, his
best- known books include
The Napoleon of Notting Hill
(1904), The Man Who Knew
Too Much (1922), The Man
Who Was Thursday (1908)
and the Father Brown stories.
Chesterton converted to
Roman Catholicism in 1922
and died in 1938. 'Chesterton
knew how to make the most of
a detective story' Jorge Luis
Borges
HUD Scandals-Irving Welfeld
2017-07-05 Mention the
Department of Housing and
Urban Development and the
word scandal comes to mind.
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history, the association is
quite accurate; in 1989-90
congressional panels were
investigating -abuses,
favoritism, and
mismanagement- at HUD; in
1954 HUD's predecessor, the
Federal Housing
Administration, was targeted
by the FBI for involvement in
fraudulent home-improvement
schemes; in the 1970s HUD
was scrutinized for lax
lending standards, blatant
overappraisals, and shoddy
housing. In this groundbreaking volume, Irving
Welfeld, a senior analyst with
HUD, describes and explains
these sensational episodes as
well as a series of hidden
blunders that have cost
taxpayers billions of dollars.
In this thorough, firsthand
account, Welfeld provides not
only soundly documented
history, but analyses of events
that arrive at different
interpretations than Congress
reached in its investigations.
Throughout, his readings ask
hard and probing questions:
Where were the overseers-the media, Congress, the
General Accounting Office,
the Office of Management and
Budget? To what extent is
poor management the root
a-scandal-in-the-headlines

cause of HUD's failures? Will
tighter regulation help in
keeping out corruption? After
his comprehensive survey of
the scene, Welfeld goes the
final step and offers solutions:
a set of programs that would
minimize secrecy on the part
of federal administrators and
the temptation to abuse the
public trust. Most
importantly, the programs
outlined here will enable HUD
to more effectively fulfill its
mission to see that there is
decent affordable housing for
all Americans. HUD Scandals
will be of interest to scholars
of public administration,
political scientists, and
analysts of housing issues.
Hot Tickets-H. George
Frederickson 2019-10-18 In
2010, University of Kansas
officials were shocked to learn
that the FBI and IRS were on
campus investigating Rodney
Jones, former head of the
Athletics Ticket Office, for
stealing Jayhawks basketball
tickets and selling them to
brokers. Investigators found
that for more than five years
Jones and a small ring of
university officials had
conspired to loot the
university of $2 million in
tickets, reselling Downloaded
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$3-5 million. In what was
perhaps the biggest scandal
in college sports history, all
seven members of the "Kansas
Ticket Gang" pleaded guilty to
RICO Act indictments. Five
went to prison--two were
given probation for turning
state's evidence.
The Language of NewspapersDanuta Reah 2002 From the
ideological bias of the press,
to the role of headlines in
newspaper articles and ways
in which newspapers relate to
their audience, the book
provides a comprehensive
analysis of newspaper
language.
Undone by the Sultan's
Touch-Caitlin Crews 2014
"Kiss me, if you are so
daring." When Cleo
Churchill's travels land her in
the path of Khaled bin Aziz,
Sultan of Jhurat, she's
instantly transfixed by his
warrior physique,
commanding presence and
intense eyes. But what would
a sultan want with an
ordinary girl like her? Cleo is
exactly what Khaled needs--a
convenient, yet beautiful
bride to unite his warring
country. He'll offer her
diamonds and riches but
nothing more. Yet as their
a-scandal-in-the-headlines

marriage plays out in the
darkness of the night, the
passions unearthed threaten
to consume them both!
His for Revenge-Caitlin Crews
2014-12-01 The marriage
game… Walking down the
aisle toward striking but cold
CEO Chase Whitaker was
never meant to be Zara
Elliot's fate. But to safeguard
the family business, she'll
have to play along… Chase is
only interested in one
thing—his own dark game of
revenge against Zara's father.
The one thing he hadn't
counted on? Zara's charm and
natural beauty unsettling his
rock-hard defenses. But their
wedding night proves to be a
game changer, and they both
realize they're in over their
heads. Losing is never an
option for Chase…but winning
suddenly takes on a very
different meaning!
His for a Price-Caitlin Crews
2014-10-01 "This is all a big
chess game to you, and I the
convenient pawn…" Greek
tycoon Nicodemus Stathis was
never able to forget beautiful
heiress Mattie Whitaker. And
now, ten years of delicious
tension later, Nic finally has
her right where he wants her.
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dynasty now lies in ruin, and
only Nic can offer them a
solution—a solution with
vows! She might not have a
choice, but Mattie refuses to
be the sacrificial queen to his
king. But Nic's slow,
deliberate seduction wears
down his new bride, and the
word "checkmate" lies on his
lips like a promise.
Headline Hollywood-Adrienne
L. McLean 2001 Hollywood
has long been associated with
scandal--with covering it up,
with managing its effects,
and, in some cases, with
creating and directing it. In
putting together Headline
Hollywood, Adrienne McLean
and David Cook approach the
relationship between
Hollywood and scandal from a
fresh perspective. The
contributors consider some of
the famous transgressions
that shocked Hollywood and
its audiences during the last
century, and explore the
changing meaning of scandal
over time by zeroing in on
issues of power: Who decides
what crimes and
misdemeanors should be
circulated for public
consumption and titillation?
What makes a Hollywood
scandal scandalous? What are
a-scandal-in-the-headlines

the uses of scandal? The
essays are arranged
chronologically to show how
Hollywood scandals have
evolved relative to changing
moral and social orders. This
collection will prove essential
to the field of film studies as
well as to anyone interested in
the character and future
direction of American culture.
Contributors are Mark Lynn
Anderson, Cynthia Baron,
James Castonguay, Nancy
Cook, Mary Desjardins, Lucy
Fischer, Lee Grieveson, Erik
Hedling, Peter Lehman,
William Luhr, Adrienne L.
McLean, Susan McLeland,
and Sam Stoloff. Adrienne L.
McLean is an assistant
professor of film studies at the
University of Texas at Dallas.
David A. Cook is a professor
of film and media studies at
Emory University. He is the
author of A History of Film
Narrative.
HEIRESS BEHIND THE
HEADLINES-Caitlin Crews
2016-12-17 It’s a field day for
the tabloids when famous
young media heiress Larissa
Whitney’s fianc? dumps her in
broad daylight in the streets
of New York. But there was
never any love between them;
she’d only gottenDownloaded
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him to get back at her father.
To escape the watchful eyes
of the paparazzi, she makes
her way to a small island
resort in Maine. It'’s there
that she meets Jack, the heir
of a wealthy family and, if you
believed the rumors, a
notorious playboy. Drawn
together by their shared
experience being hounded by
the tabloids, they share a
night of romance. Weeks later
at Christmastime, Larissa
finds herself alone in New
York despairing that no one
can see the real her, only the
lies and scandals. Little does
she know she’s about to get a
helping hand from her old
flame Jack!
Harlequin Presents November
2013 - Bundle 2 of 2-Caitlin
Crews 2013-11-01 Harlequin
Presents brings you four new
titles for one great price!
Escape with these four stories
by USA TODAY bestselling
authors. This Presents bundle
includes A Scandal in the
Headlines by USA TODAY
bestselling author Caitlin
Crews, Never Gamble with a
Caffarelli by USA TODAY
bestselling author Melanie
Milburne, Secrets of a
Powerful Man by USA TODAY
bestselling author Chantelle
a-scandal-in-the-headlines

Shaw and A Touch of
Temptation by Tara Pammi.
Look for 8 new exciting
stories every month from
Harlequin Presents!
Hitting the Headlines in
Europe-Cathie Burton 2004
Communicating across
borders is a specialist skill.
Differences in language,
tradition, culture and style
can create problems for even
the most experienced PR
professional. Companies,
campaigners and journalists
need to adapt their methods
to the complex environment
that is the new Europe,
avoiding pitfalls and adopting
innovative strategies.
Drawing on their combined
experience of working in
European journalism and PR,
the authors provide a
comprehensive guide to
dealing with Europe's media,
from the practical aspects of
producing written material in
different languages to
guidelines for managing
multi-lingual press
conferences. Packed with
practical advice, tips and
warnings, it covers techniques
for getting stories into
Europe's press and onto its
radio and television stations,
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of the main European
institutions and media,
including lists of useful
addresses. The second half of
the book comprises a unique
collection of country profiles
that provides the very latest
information on the media
scene in 43 European
countries. Written with
multiple audiences in mind,
this practical and accessible
guide is an ideal reference
source for PR practitioners,
journalists or anyone working
with the European media, as
well as students of public
relations and journalism.
The Clinton Scandal and the
Future of American
Government-Mark J. Rozell
2000-03-24 The Clinton
scandal consumed the better
part of a year of American
public life, bitterly dividing
the nation and culminating in
a constitutional crisis. In this
book, thoughtful, nonpartisan
essays provide an insightful
and lasting analysis of one of
the major political events of
our time. Here leading
scholars explore the longreaching constitutional and
political implications of the
scandal: how it will affect the
presidency, the law, and the
political process. A first group
a-scandal-in-the-headlines

of chapters considers effects
of the scandal on institutions:
the presidency, Congress, the
courts, the independent
counsel statute, executive
privilege, and the
impeachment process itself. A
second section addresses
political factors: public
opinion, the media, and
presidential character and
personality. A concluding
essay broadly examines the
implications of the scandal for
governance. These farreaching essays address such
issues as risks posed to
Congressional political
careers, the prospect of future
presidents being subject to
civil suits, the pros and cons
of Kenneth Starr's
investigation, the role of the
media in breaking and then
shaping the story, and ways of
reforming the system to
handle the unacceptable
private behavior of future
presidents. A provocative
book for readers concerned
with how our government
copes with such a challenge,
and an essential reader for
courses on the presidency or
American government, this
collection will stand the tests
of both time and rigorous
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Islam, Security and Television
News-C. Flood 2012-05-08
Focusing on British, French
and Russian television news
coverage of Islam as a
security threat, this book
provides the first comparative
account of how television
broadcasting in different geoand socio-political
environments integrates
discourses on Islam into
nationally oriented,
representational systems.
Hollywood Scandals-Gemma
Halliday 2015-02-19 From
New York Times and USA
Today Bestselling author
Gemma Halliday... Tina
Bender is the gossip
columnist at the infamous L.A.
Informer tabloid. She knows
everything about everyone
who's anyone. And she's not
afraid to print it. That is, until
she receives a threatening
note, promising, "If you don't
stop writing about me, you're
dead." Now her managing
editor, Felix Dunn (from the
High Heels Mysteries), has
her teaming with a built
bodyguard, a bubbly blonde,
and an alcoholic obituary
writer to uncover just which
juicy piece of Hollywood
gossip is worth killing over.
**RITA AWARD NOMINEE**
a-scandal-in-the-headlines

The Hollywood Headlines
books: Hollywood Scandals book #1 Hollywood Secrets book #2 Hollywood
Confessions - book #3
Hollywood Holiday - holiday
short story Hollywood
Deception - book #4
Hollywood Homicide - book
#5 REVIEWS: "This first book
in Halliday's new Hollywood
Headlines series is a fun story
with intriguing characters and
a good mystery. The action is
fast paced, the hero is
delightful and the heroine is
spunky and independent but
smart enough to know when
she needs help." - Romantic
Times “(HOLLYWOOD
SCANDALS) is fresh, funny,
and has just enough heart to
balance the snark.” - All About
Romance "Gemma Halliday's
witty, entertaining writing
style shines through in her
new book! I look forward to
seeing lots more of Tina as
this series continues. A fun
read!" - Fresh Fiction
The Krays: A Violent BusinessColin Fry 2011-05-05 Twins
Ron and Reg Kray were
without doubt the most
powerful, violent and deadly
gangsters that London has
ever known. They ran
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casinos, as well as fraudulent
'long firms'. They
blackmailed, intimidated and
killed - for many years with
impunity thanks to their
powerful cronies in the
Establishment. Working with
all five main Mafia families in
New York, they were
expanding their business
worldwide when they were
imprisoned for murder in
1968. Featuring revealing
new material, The Krays: A
Violent Business is the story
of their lives - and of the
secrets and scandals the
British government still
doesn't want you to know
about.
Code 211 Blue-Joseph D.
McNamara 2012-03-30 No
one knows the real world of
modern day cops like Joseph
D. McNamara. In his new
novel, this former beat cop
and big-city police chief takes
you inside the maelstrom that
America's front line foot
soldiers face everyday--from
the street snitches to the
thugs in City Hall, from the
deals that get cut to the
danger that never lets you go.
. . . Kevin McKay is a
hometown boy who grew up
to be a cop. Now he's out of
the fire and into the heat-a-scandal-in-the-headlines

transferred from narcotics to
a serial rape case that is
turning into murder. But
while McKay scours San
Francisco from the Tenderloin
to Chinatown for a perp
known only as Ski Mask, a
web of betrayal is being spun
by the most dangerous
enemies a cop can ever have-the ones who carry a badge.
Trusting no one--not his
bosses, not the rich lady he's
falling in love with--McKay is
fighting back against a death
trap with his wits, his
courage, and his honor . . . on
streets stained forever with
blood.
Motion Picture News- 1912
Scandal-Lanny Davis
2015-03-24 For more than
four decades, polarized
politics in America has been
driven by a vicious scandal
machine comprised of
partisan politicians,
extremists on the left and
right, and a sensationalist
media energized by bringing
public officials down. In this
sorely needed book Lanny
Davis, who has been in the
belly of the beast as Special
Counsel to the Clinton White
House, explains--starting with
historical scandals like
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extramarital affairs and
moving on to the
unsurpassable Watergate and
beyond--how we reached this
sorry state. Davis tells us how
this poisonous atmosphere is
damaging not just politics but
American society as a whole.
Davis also offers hope by
revealing how a coalition of
centrist politicians focusing
on core policies that appeal to
the frustrated electorate
marooned in the middle can
pull us back from the brink.
Student Conduct PracticeJames M. Lancaster 2008 "I
recommend it for those who
are entering the field of
student conduct practice as
well as for those who are
seeking more depth in their
understanding of the student
conduct process." --The
Review of Higher Education
"Includes the thinking of
notable experts in the
profession and offers a
smorgasbord of practical,
insightful, up-to-date
information for student
conduct and larger student
affairs community. The
editors have compiled an
astute guide that can be read
from cover to cover or
referenced as a particular
issue arises. I highly
a-scandal-in-the-headlines

recommend this guide as a
source for practical guidance,
relevant information and food
for thought."--Journal of
College Student Development
The Epworth Herald- 1921
Ripped from the Headlines2007-11
France and the Great WarLeonard V. Smith 2003-03-13
Table of contents
The Prince, His Tutor and the
Ripper-Deborah McDonald
2007-07-23 "This volume
takes an in-depth look at the
life and experiences of James
Kenneth Stephen, examining
the relevant evidence and
attempting to determine
whether or not Stephen could
actually have been involved in
the Ripper murders. The way
in which Stephen's life
intertwined with those of
Prince Eddy and Montague
Druitt, another Ripper
suspect, is examined"-Provided by publisher.
The Metaphor of CelebrityJoel Deshaye 2013-10-30 The
Metaphor of Celebrity is an
exploration of the significance
of literary celebrity in
Canadian poetry. It focuses on
the lives and writing of four
widely recognized authors
who wrote about stardom –
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Ondaatje, Irving Layton, and
Gwendolyn MacEwen – and
the specific moments in
Canadian history that affected
the ways in which they were
received by the broader
public. Joel Deshaye
elucidates the relationship
between literary celebrity and
metaphor in the identity
crises of celebrities, who must
try to balance their public and
private selves in the face of
considerable publicity. He
also examines the ways in
which celebrity in Canadian
poetry developed in a unique
way in light of the significant
cultural events of the decades
between 1950 and 1980,
including the Massey
Commission, the flourishing of
Canadian publishing, and the
considerable interest in
poetry in the 1960s and
1970s, which was followed by
a rapid fall from public grace,
as poetry was overwhelmed
by greater popular interest in
Canadian novels.
The News: A User's ManualAlain De Botton 2014-02-11
The news is everywhere. We
can’t stop constantly checking
it on our computer screens,
but what is this doing to our
minds? We are never really
taught how to make sense of
a-scandal-in-the-headlines

the torrent of news we face
every day, writes Alain de
Botton (author of the bestselling The Architecture of
Happiness), but this has a
huge impact on our sense of
what matters and of how we
should lead our lives. In his
dazzling new book, de Botton
takes twenty-five archetypal
news stories—including an
airplane crash, a murder, a
celebrity interview and a
political scandal—and submits
them to unusually intense
analysis with a view to
helping us navigate our newssoaked age. He raises such
questions as Why are disaster
stories often so uplifting?
What makes the love lives of
celebrities so interesting?
Why do we enjoy watching
politicians being brought
down? Why are upheavals in
far-off lands often so boring?
In The News: A User’s
Manual, de Botton has written
the ultimate guide for our
frenzied era, certain to bring
calm, understanding and a
measure of sanity to our daily
(perhaps even hourly)
interactions with the news
machine. (With black-andwhite illustrations
throughout.) From the
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Scholastic Editor- 1923
History Behind the Headlines2003 Provides background
information on long-term
ethnic, religious, political,
territorial and economic
conflicts between nations
today.
The Great Charles Dickens
Scandal-Michael Slater
2012-09-14 The true story of
the sensational rumors
surrounding the Victorian
author—and the attempts to
cover them up: “Riveting . . . a
scholarly detective story” (The
Boston Globe). Charles
Dickens was regarded as the
great proponent of hearth and
home in Victorian Britain, but
in 1858 this image was nearly
shattered. With the breakup
of his marriage that year,
rumors of a scandalous
relationship he may have
conducted with the young
actress Ellen “Nelly” Ternan
flourished. For the remaining
twelve years of his life,
Dickens managed to contain
the gossip. After his death,
surviving family members did
the same. But when the
author’s last living son died in
1934, there was no one to
discourage rampant
speculation. Dramatic
revelations came from every
a-scandal-in-the-headlines

corner—over Nelly’s role as
Dickens’s mistress, their
clandestine meetings, and
even his possibly fathering an
illegitimate child. This book
presents the most complete
account of the scandal and
ensuing cover-up ever
published. Drawing on the
author's letters and other
archival sources not
previously available, Dickens
scholar Michael Slater
investigates what Dickens did
or may have done, then traces
the way the scandal was
elaborated over succeeding
generations. Slater shows
how various writers concocted
outlandish yet plausible
theories while newspapers
and book publishers vied for
salacious information. With its
tale of intrigue and a cast of
well-known figures from
Thackeray and Shaw to
Orwell and Edmund Wilson,
this book will delight not only
Dickens fans but anyone who
appreciate tales of mystery,
cover-up, and clever
detection. “Slater’s work is a
fascinating investigation into
the nature of scandal itself as
much as it is a look at the
particular episode.”
—TheDaily Beast
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Shuchman 2005 Winner of the
Writers' Trust of Canada's
Shaughnessy Cohen Prize for
Political Writing and the
Canadian Science Writers'
Association's Science in
Society Book Award. Poisonpen letters, possible medical
misconduct and a swirl of
competing accusations that
led to two inquiries – the
Olivieri affair ended careers
and shook the international
research establishment. A
riveting anatomy of Canada’s
most controversial drug trial,
by the medical journalist who
helped break the story. In
August 1998, a medical
scandal erupted in the
national and international
media whose consequences
still reverberate. A
charismatic young doctor
named Nancy Olivieri,
working with young people
who suffered from a rare
blood disorder, stated that
she had discovered serious
problems with an
experimental drug
manufactured by Canada’s
largest drug company,
Apotex. Though her research
contract required her to
remain silent, she decided she
had no choice but to warn the
patients enrolled in her trials.
a-scandal-in-the-headlines

Apotex retaliated by
cancelling her research and
slamming her reputation. In
the aftermath, Olivieri
became a whistleblower
applauded in academia and
the media for standing up to
powerful corporate interests.
The Olivieri affair spawned
two inquiries and multiple
lawsuits, but the full story of
Canada’s biggest science
scandal has never been told –
until now. In the hands of
psychiatrist and medical
journalist Miriam Shuchman,
the debacle over the pill
called L1 is revealed as a
modern morality play in which
every crack in the system of
scientific research, corporate
financing and peer review
stands out in stark relief. By
talking with the people whom
both Olivieri and Apotex
wanted to heal – the young
men and women struggling to
have normal lives despite
debilitating treatment –
Shuchman also brings us the
moving story of the toll on
patients’ health when battles
break out among the
physicians and researchers
aiming to heal them.
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